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Personal Study Guide

It is not about how good you 
think you are at taking care 
of your customers! It is what 
the customer feels about the 
service they received from 
your people. 



One minute is all it takes to start improving your life. 
One minute a day to get you focused and then, off 

you go towards success and happiness!

Just one minute…

Try it FREE for 21 days!
www.RichardFlint.com

or call 1-800-368-8255
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Our Thought To Build On:
It is not about how good you think you are at taking care of your 
customers! It is what the customer feels about the service they 
received from your people. 

From

Richard’s 

Dictionary

Service:
The demonstration through an attitude from those who represent 
an organization, in any form, to those who have a desire to do 
business with an organization.

Customer:
One who has selected you and your product to 
satisfy their need.

Appreciation:
The feeling the customer has that your company values both them 
and their business.

Internal Customer:
The people you employ for the purpose of meeting the customer’s need 
for your product through their knowledge and behavior.

Customer Satisfaction:
The result of your people creating a quality presence with those who have 
chosen to do business with you, and they leave feeling good about their 
experience and with a desire to do more business with you.

Referral:
A satisfied customer who shares their experience with others and 
becomes a marketing arm for your company.

Profit:
The result of quality people creating a quality presence through Exceptional Customer Care.
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Many make achieving quality customer service their 
emphasis until they get busy being too busy to keep 
their eye on their customers.

SERVICE         ’ISM:

In The Beginning Service Is:
 S seen as the #1 focus
 E   expected from everyone
 R   reviewed on a regular basis
 V   vital to the business
 I    interaction between all people
 C   complimented by management
 E   everyone’s responsibility

When the emphasis shifts from “improvement” to 
“maintaining,” people will lose their focus on REALLY 
taking care of the customer.

SERVICE         ’ISM:

When One Really Cares, They:
 C communicate caring in every moment of touch
 A   adapt as necessary 
 R   refuse to be less than their best
 E   elevate their presence
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The greatest definition of who a company is, is 
demonstrated by the behavior of the people they put in 
front of their customers.

SERVICE         ’ISM:

What Is Affecting the Deliverance of Quality Customer Care Today?

 S     satisfying the customer has lost importance
  The emphasis has shifted from people to profit.

 E easier to lower the standard than challenge behavior
  Most who have the role of leader don’t want to confront the behavior of people who  
  aren’t delivering quality customer care.

 R redefinition of purpose from people to profit
  When those at the top are not “people focused,” the people become frustrated with  
  how they are treated and demonstrate that in their customer interactions. 

 V vague direction from leadership
  Without clear direction from leadership, people are left to what they think their job is.

 I internet
  The rise in internet shopping is more than a convenience; it is a statement of   
  disappointment and frustration.

 C confronting unacceptable behavior is not done
  When people are not held accountable, they are free to do what they want.

 E each has their own agenda
  When there is not an agenda that governs behavior, many external customers will be  
  punished for doing business with you.
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What Is Creating The Majority of Customer Disappointment Today?
 C consistency of quality service not there

 U   understanding their need doesn’t seem to matter

 S   statements become broken promises  

 T   there are too many layers of confusion

 O   often, they feel like an intruder

 M   many don’t have the needed knowledge

 E  energy of representative is low

 R refusal to address customer disappointments  

We have lost sight of the fact your product gets you noticed, 
while your people get you remembered!SERVICE         ’ISM:

It is not about the business you do with customers; it 
is about the experience that makes them want to do 
more business with you.

SERVICE         ’ISM:

The Great Need!
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You can build a better mousetrap, but 
if the same people who didn't care are 

demonstrating the new mousetrap, it will look 
like the same old mousetrap.

FACT

Truths As I See Them:

1. People have become a tool to use, not a person to develop and show appreciation to.

2. Customer Service is a concept talked about, not a law people are held to.

3. It has become easier to lower the bar of expectation, rather than challenge and hold people   
 accountable for their behavior.

4. “Improvement” is a buzzword, not a commitment.

5. Those who have the responsibility to lead have become a huge part of the confusion   
 within the company.

6. What used to be “Great Customer Service” is now simply “good,” but called Great!

7. What was “Good Customer Service” is now “average,” but called Good!

8. When leadership lowers the standards, those who represent the company will lessen their quality.

9. It has become easier to avoid, justify or reason away the behaviors that are affecting the   
 lessening of Customer Care.
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What Has Happened To Leadership?

 L     lost their passion for what they are doing
  Many are just plain tired!

 E each day takes them away from what they should do
  There is never enough time to do what really needs to be done. So tomorrow   
  becomes when things are going to get done.

 A always another fire to fight
  They are exhausted with people messing up, and then, dumping it in    
  their lap to clean up. 

 D don’t feel appreciated
  The lack of praise and positive results has taken an emotional toll.

 E exhausted
  Their energy well is almost dry.

 R reality, many have lost their fire
  They are hanging out, because many have nowhere to go.
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From Good To Great can no longer be what we talk 
about; today the commitment must be ACHIEVING 
EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER CARE!

SERVICE         ’ISM:

RISING TO THE WORLD OF 
EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER CARE!

From

Richard’s 

Dictionary

Exceptional:
Removing the limits to what people are capable of achieving and 
are committed to becoming.

Exceptional:
Unusual; not typical; outstanding at what you do.

From Webster's Dictionary

When satisfaction with whom you are sets in, the search 
for improvement moves to the background.SERVICE         ’ISM:

Exceptional Customer Care:
Creating a presence where “rising above yesterday” is the driving 
force with every decision that is made.
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LEARNING THE STEPS TO BECOMING 
EXCEPTIONAL IN CUSTOMER CARE

When satisfaction with whom you are sets in, the search 
for improvement moves to the background.SERVICE         ’ISM:

STEPS TO BECOMING EXCEPTIONAL IN 
CUSTOMER CARE

This 
Requires:

Expectations become laws, not 
statements.

When principles are merely statements and not laws that govern 
acceptable behavior, they mean very little. People need to know 

the law of the land and know they will be held accountable. 
This is where Exceptional begins to take shape. 

Step 1

 C confronting anything that breaks the law

 A   a strong leader who leads with strength

 R   refusing to lower standards

 E   each person is clear on the rules

11
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STEPS TO BECOMING EXCEPTIONAL IN 
CUSTOMER CARE

This 
Requires:

X-Ray vision.

Yesterday must be a reference library, not the 
continuation of whom we are. It is impossible to 

become Exceptional if people are living from yesterday 
to today, not today to the future.

Step 2

 C commitment to moving forward

 A   adapting 

 R   refusing to be fearful of making decisions

 E   everyone held accountable for their behavior

11
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STEPS TO BECOMING EXCEPTIONAL IN 
CUSTOMER CARE

This 
Requires:

Clear the deadwood.

When you keep people who don’t follow the Laws 
of Customer Care, you make the Laws a joke, not a 

foundation you build on. Those who don’t want to live 
within the Laws must go!

Step 3

 C confronting, not making excuses for

 A   accountability, not acceptance

 R   responding, not reacting

 E   exceptional is the only acceptable path forward

11
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STEPS TO BECOMING EXCEPTIONAL IN 
CUSTOMER CARE

This 
Requires:

Educate and then hold people accountable 
for implementing the education.

Training is a waste of money IF management doesn’t hold people 
accountable for what they have learned. Also, training must always 

be evolving to the next level of growth for the company. The same old 
training that is not adapted to the new direction and expectations for 

the people destroys becoming Exceptional.

Step 4

 C commitment from leaders to hold people accountable

 A   always looking for the next level of training

 R   refusing to lower the standard  

 E   exceptional is the beacon for acceptable behavior

11
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STEPS TO BECOMING EXCEPTIONAL IN 
CUSTOMER CARE

This 
Requires:

People share a common purpose, common 
agenda and a common commitment to the 
process of becoming exceptional.

When these three are not the foundation for people’s behavior, 
the environment becomes a free-for-all. Where there is 

disconnect, there is conflict that results in people working 
against each other, including the external customer. This 

makes Exceptional impossible. 

Step 5

 C clear communication

 A   always addressing negative behavior

 R   revisiting the laws on a consistent basis 

 E   examples of exceptional service shared

11
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STEPS TO BECOMING EXCEPTIONAL IN 
CUSTOMER CARE

This 
Requires:

There must be leaders, not 
participants with a title as a Leader.

A big part of becoming Exceptional is leadership 
leading and not allowing people to wander away from 

the Laws of Customer Service.

Step 6

 C commitment from leaders to really lead

 A   addressing any issue that is not in alignment with the law

 R   refusing to lower standards

 E   exceptional is the only option

11
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STEPS TO BECOMING EXCEPTIONAL IN 
CUSTOMER CARE

This 
Requires:

Investing in only adding 
quality people.

If we hire because we need a “warm body,” we are 
setting ourselves up by hiring the wrong people. There 
must be a description of whom we want to hire. Quality 

people make achieving Exceptional easier.

Step 7

 C clear on whom we are looking for

 A   always be searching for “exceptional” people  

 R   refuse to keep those who aren’t quality

 E   eliminate those where a hiring mistake was made

11
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STEPS TO BECOMING EXCEPTIONAL IN 
CUSTOMER CARE

This 
Requires:

Open to adapting in a timely 
fashion.

When decisions about Exceptional need to be made, 
make them. The longer it takes to make these decisions, 

the more emotional residue there will be to clean up. 
This slows the process of becoming Exceptional!

Step 8

 C change viewed as a step toward improvement

 A   a sense of urgency must be established

 R   respect the value of time

 E   examine decisions with an open mind

11
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STEPS TO BECOMING EXCEPTIONAL IN 
CUSTOMER CARE

This 
Requires:

Never become satisfied with 
"what is."

Becoming satisfied with “what has been acceptable” 
results in not focusing on “What We Can Become.” 
Being satisfied is death to becoming Exceptional!

Step 9

 C commit to looking for improvement

 A   adapting must be part of whom you are

 R   refuse to make yesterday’s successes a reason

 E   everything is open to discussion

11
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STEPS TO BECOMING EXCEPTIONAL IN 
CUSTOMER CARE

This 
Requires:

Always make improvements 
the focus.

When you believe you are “Good” or “Great” 
at what you do, you stop searching for “What we 
can become.” The desire to improve is the food 

Exceptional feeds off of.

Step 10

 C create a “never satisfied” philosophy

 A   always be looking for the next point of improvement

 R   reward those who are stepping up

 E   exceptional becomes the language of all people

11
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STEPS TO BECOMING EXCEPTIONAL IN 
CUSTOMER CARE

This 
Requires:

Listen with an open mind.

Listen with your eyes and your ears to hear everything 
that is going on. This allows you to see where 

improvement must be the focus. Exceptional can’t 
happen without listening for ways to improve, and then, 

implementing the process for strengthening your presence. 

Step 11

 C calm intensity 

 A   always listen for ways to improve

 R   reach and make people comfortable to share

 E   examine every option thoroughly 

11
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Last Thought
You have a choice as an organization – you can settle for 

whom you have been OR make the commitment to become 
Exceptional. The path to Exceptional is not easy, but with 

the right leadership and the right people sharing a common 
purpose, common agenda and common commitment 

Exceptional Customer Care can happen!

The Exceptional Commitments

1.	 We	will	never	be	completely	satisfied	with	whom		 	 	
 we have been.

2. We will consistently challenge our people to step up.

3. We will not lower the standards of Exceptional     
 Customer Service.

4. We will continue to focus on going forward with     
 improvement.

5. Leaders will work daily to create a common purpose,    
 common agenda, common commitment between them    
 and the people.
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